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Find out Singapore's best luxury hotel
pools to cool down in | Skyscanner
Australia
Few cities do luxury hotel pools like Singapore does. Almost straddling the
Equator, the Lion City has cornered the market when it comes to cooling down
with the style crowd. Skyscanner Australia has scoped out Singapore’s hippest
hotel pools for you (it's a tough life but someone's got to do it!).
Compare hotels in Singapore

Marina Bay Sands
It’s hard to ignore the triple-pillared Marina Bay Sands which dominates
Singapore’s skyline from absolutely everywhere. MBS is home to one of the
world’s most recognisable and Instagram-worthy pools, (hotel guests only).
Located 57 levels above the street, guests can take in sweeping views of
Singapore from the world’s largest rooftop infinity pool. From the 157m long
pool or poolside lounges, travellers chill out, cool down and relax from the city’s
best vantage point.

Fullerton Bay Hotel
Sophisticated & oh so stylish with a nod to the past neatly sums up Fullerton Bay
Hotel. The rooftop swimming pool inly lives up to the high standards set upon
stepping into the Fullerton’s chandeliered lobby.
By day the 25m long infinity pool is used by lap swimmers and sun worshippers
but by night the pool and adjacent bar take on a totally different vibe. Lantern
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Rooftop Bar, whose name is derived from the red lanterns that Singapore’s early
migrant seafarers used to find their way home, is an elegant open-air bar and
restaurant. With striking views across Marina Bay it’s a well known hotspot for
sensational cocktails created by resident mixologists.

Best time to book: Did you know that the best time to book a flight to
Singapore is 11 weeks in advance? You can save $82 of an average flight price
(9% of the total flight cost!).

W Singapore – Sentosa Cove
Surreal sonic waves are piped through underwater speakers to help stressed sunworshippers relax at one of Singapore’s largest outdoor pool areas at W
Singapore Sentosa Cove. As though private cabanas complete with iPad, iPod &
mist fan weren’t enough, there’s canopied sun loungers or floating sunbeds to
keep the heat at bay. Snappy young Ambassadors are on hand to supply
essentials or swim up to the WET Bar for snacks & cocktails. After dark, the
poolside deck is illuminated (as Singapore does so well), with rainbow hues
casting a magical glow on the water, lighting up poolside socialising. An Endless
Summer pool party happens on the first Sunday of every month for sunshinefilled good vibrations overlooking the South China Sea.
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Compare hotels in Singapore

SO Sofitel
Befitting Karl Lagerfield’s collaborative influence, Sofitel SO’s gold-tiled
swimming pool is the poolside venue of choice for cool fashionistas – it’s the
place to see and be seen! Sofitel SO’s style is a playful fusion whereby the
elegance of France meets the spices of the Orient. Famous for hosting monthly
HI-SO rooftop parties with a hot roster of DJ’s, the gold tiles sparkle after dark,
catching rays of colourful light. Cool tunes spun by a rotating roster of hot DJ’s
keep the party swinging, which often have a theme, such as a pool party with
BBQ. Asian-inspired cocktails are served in an elegant city setting surrounded by
skyscrapers.
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Naumi Cloud 9
Smack bang in Singapore’s city heart, Naumi Hotel’s rooftop infinity pool and its
adjacent Cloud 9 bar is a tranquil oasis. Think intimate luxury that Small Luxury
Hotels do so well surrounded by architectural movers and shakers of Singapore’s
skyline. With moonlight on your shoulders, night skies overhead and sparkling
waters at your feet, Cloud 9’s lounges are a place to get cosy and close with your
loved one in an urban hideaway.

Compare cheap flights to Singapore

Hotel Fort Canning
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A swimming pool unremarkable on its own but cast your eyes beyond the mosaic
tiles in multiple hues of blue and its inclusion becomes obvious. Hotel Fort
Canning itself is an old-style colonial glamour-puss hotel set in the middle of
18ha historic parklands. From a poolside sun lounge or while working out in the
adjacent lap pool, it’s hard to imagine the hustle of Orchard Road lies just
beyond the surrounding ancient trees of Fort Canning Park.

PARKROYAL on Pickering
Claiming the title of Singapore’s greenest hotel thanks to an external layered
garden and walls draped in greenery it’s hard to argue with Parkroyal on
Pickering’s credentials. Toss into the mix award-winning architecture and a
fifth-level wellness centre with a gorgeous outdoor infinity pool overlooking the
city as its centrepiece and the title is deserved. Birdcage-inspired cabanas add
some fun – they’re the perfect spot for sipping a cocktail poolside.

Oasia Hotel Downtown
A new kid on the hotel block Oasia Hotel Downtown has two rooftop swimming
pools high above the city on level 27. If you’re checked into a Club Room there’s
an additional infinity pool at your disposal a few floors down. Not for the fainthearted, swimmers can swim quite literally to the edge of the pool for a vertigoinducing view of the city. All pools are 25m long making them a good choice for
fitness-focused travellers.
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